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GS106 Lab 3 Answer Key - How We Use Light in Astronomy

Pre-Lab Reading Questions

Life Cycle of a Wave: 1) initialized as oscillating vibrations ("disturbances"), 2) wave travel from origin
to destination, 3) detection of wave by sensing device

Reflecting vs. Refracting Telescopes: A reflecting scope employs a set of mirrors and an eyepiece (ocular),
whereas a refracting scope employs a set of refracting lenses

Reflection: bouncing light waves off of smooth surfaces (e.g. a mirror)

Refraction: transmitting and bending light waves through a transparent medium (e.g. a lense)

Refracting Telescope Example = Galilean Telescope (see Fig. 3.6 of your lab exercise)

Reflecting Telescope Example = Newtonian Scope (see Fig. 3.7 of your lab exercise)

Lense Warning: Don't bump, jar, or handle lenses under penalty of death.

Field of View: the area of a scene that is imaged by a lens

Three Light Sources Used: (1) incandescent tungsten filament lamp (e.g. a good ol' light bulb) = continuous /
black body source ("rainbow spectrum"), (2) fluorescent lamp (mercury-gas charged) = discrete spectrum, (3)
neo gas lamp = discrete spectrum

Accepted Value of Speed of Light: ~3.0 x 10   m/sec8

Pre-Lab Assessments

A star's physical properties are determined by careful astronomic measurements of the star's: light, geometric
position in space, change in position over time, characteristic electromagnetic spectrum ("spectroscopy" = study
of electromagnetic spectrums)

Planet deductions were originally made on the basis of: (1) visual analysis of the reflected light from the
planet (using telescopes), (2) basic calculations of the planet's distance and size based on spatial geometry, and
(3) mathmatical calculations based on Newtonian physics.

1 - Wave Transfer of Energy

Heat Lamp - heat is transferred by infrared radiation through the atmosphere to your hand (your hand feels the
heat)

Tuning Forks: source of sound waves... remember a wave is a wave, regardless of the type of wave that
it is.
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Infrared = electromagnetic energy with wavelengths longer than the red portion of the visible spectrum
(wavelength range of infrared = ~>8000 nm)

The heat lamp sends infrared radiation through the atmosphere via wave energy.

How a hand feels "heat" from the heat lamp: the waves are transmitted from the heat lamp, through the
atmosphere, to your skin.  The wave energy excites the electrons in the cell tissue of your skin, which in
turn excites the nerve endings in your body, and tells your brain "ouch, that's hot!"

Tuning Fork Experiment: the vibrational mechanical "sound" energy is transfered via wave transmission
from one tuning fork to another, causing a resonant vibration in the second fork.  The second fork begins
vibrating "sympathetically" with the first.  Your ears work the same way, sound vibrations vibrate your
ear drums, which in turn send signals to the brain for interpretation.

Black light poster experiment: black light consists of ultraviolet radiation source (comprised with
electromagnetic wavelengths shorter than the blue end of the visible spectrum... thus black light is technically
"invisible" to the eye).  The paint pigment in the black light poster is photochemically excited by the UV
radiation (from the black light) at the atomic level, with electrons bumped from their normal atomic positions. 
As the electrons are bumped or excited, they cause the poster paint to "glow" and give the characteristic "black
light" effect.

UV radiation and sun burn: the sun emits visible, infrared, and ultraviolet radiation as a result of burning it's
hydrogen fuel.  The UV radiation from the sun travels through space as a wave at the speed of light, beaming to
your skin at the beach on a sunny day.  The UV radiation in turn excites the electrons in the cells of your skin...
which your cells do not necessarily like.  The net result in tissue damage, better known as "sun burn".

2- Speed of a Wave

speed of a wave = distance traveled / time of travel

Speed of Sound Experiment:

1-way distance from wall to microphone: 1.5 m
2-way travel distance from micropone to wall to microphone: 3.0 m
Average 2-way travel time: 0.008577 sec
Speed of sound in air: V = 3.0m/0.008577 sec = 349.77 m/sec

Verification of Speed of Light Experiment by Physics Students

Speed = distance / time

total distance = 102.824 m
travel time = 3.45 x10   sec-7

calculated speed of light = 102.824 m /3.45 x10   sec = -7
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2.98 x 10   m/sec8

Room temperature ~ 22 degrees C ; 22 C speed of sound should be 343.2 m/sec.  I determined 349.77
m/sec, so there is a discrepancy!  We haven't accounted for room humidity, and also there is some error with
the apparatus set up. 

The implications for distant stars: since light is traveling through space over time, the light that we see at the
farthest reaches of the universe was emitted from stars billions of years ago... when we look in space, we look
back in time!!!!

3 - White Light and the Visible Spectrum

Wavelengths of visible spectrum (continuous spectrum)

Red 750-680 nm
Orange 680-635 nm
Yellow 635-575 nm
Green 575-520 nm
Blue 520-460 nm
Violet 460-400 nm

Hydrogen lamp activity I

visible lamp color = pink / reddish

spectrocope results: discrete spectrum (individual bands of colors)

Wavelengths for hydrogen lamp: 450 nm, 500 nm, 570 nm, 700 nm (discrete bands)

Activity II

Fluorescent Lamp: mixture of continuous spectrum (ROYGBIV) and discrete spikes at 450 nm, 570 nm, and
610 nm.  The discrete spikes are the result of mercury gas that is used in the fluorescent lamp tube.

Mercury Lamp Comparison: visible light is light blue in color, spectroscopic light is discrete with spikes at 440
nm, 560 nm, 590 nm, and 640 nm.

Questions:

The spectroscope wavelengths are off a little from the chart due to light mixing and poor quality of the
spectroscopes.

List of colors in order from long to short: ROY G BIV
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Comparison of incandescent and fluorescent light sources:

incandescent: wattage = 34 w, less bright, hotter next to lamp, more energy released as heat
fluorescent: wattage = 15 w, more bright, cooler next to lamp, less energy released as heat

Summary of spectrum types

incandescent = continuous
fluorescent = combination of continuous and discrete (mercury gas in tube)
hydrogen and mercury lamps = discrete

How is light used to analyze stars?

Different gases / elements emit different spectral signatures, depending on their composition.  By matching the stars
spectra to known experimental data (from known gases), we can deduce the composition of a distant star.

Spectrum of the Sun: it is a continuous, black body spectrum

4- Lens and Image Characteristics

Thick Lens / Thin Lens Comparison (image, field of view)

Thin (small curvature) Lens: inverted image, larger magnification, smaller field of view, long focal length

Thick (large curvature) Lens: inverted image, smaller magnification, larger field of view, short focal length

Focal length of thick lens: 0.10 m (10 cm)

Focal length of thin lens: 0.20 m (20 cm)

Diameter of thick lens: 0.038 m

Diameter of thin lens: 0.038 m

f-no. of thin lens =  0.20 m / 0.038 m = 5.26

f-no. of thick lens = 0.10 m / 0.038 m = 2.63

Questions

Relation between lens curvature, magnification and focal length:

large curvature (thick one): F.L. is shorter, magnification is smaller, field of view is larger
small curvature (thin one): F.L. is longer, magnification is larger, field of view is smaller
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Field of view comparison:

Field of view is effected by the focal length of the lens and the curvature of the lens

Relationship between f-no. and field of view: as F No. Increases, field of view decreases, Magnification increases

National Geographic Question: photographers use large fields of view to capture big landscapes and
magnificant images.

Consider a lens with diameter diminished from 0.02 to 0.01 m, what will happen to the f no?
Since f no. = focal length / diameter, then f no. is inversely proportional to lens diameter.  As diameter is
cut in 1/2, the f no. will double, assuming that the focal length is constant.

5 - Telescopes

Compare scopes that are in the lab with the figures on p. 351 to determine the types we have available
(there are refracting and reflection scopes here).

Describe the telescope that you made... 

Post Assessment

Moral of the Story for Star Analysis: astronomers study stars by looking at the electromagnetic spectrum
emitted from the star over time.  This provides information on the composition of the star, it's motion patterns,
distance, etc.  With careful observation of star "light" (in all forms of EM radiation), we can catalog and study
stars.

The electromagnetic spectrum from stars is analyzed using both visible light telescopes and other telescopes
(e.g. x-ray spectrum, infrared spectrum, gamma ray spectrum)


